Welcome to the Hamburg Weekend 2

Dear IAESTE trainees from all over the world!

You are invited to our Hamburg Weekend starting 06.09. to 08.09.2013.

Hamburg is the marvellous second biggest city of Germany and is famous for its harbour and the world wide known party life at the Reeperbahn. Therefore we, the IAESTE Hamburg, offer you an unforgettable weekend trip to „Germany’s gateway to the World“, including lots of fun and parties. We will explore the old parts of the Hanse-town as well as the newly built Hafen-City.

You will be accommodated in a hostel right to the central station in Hamburg. The fee, including 2 nights and all meals as well as the cultural program, is 40 Euros. The fee has to be transferred via paypal or bank account. We will send you a mail regarding the payment details after your registration.

Please note that the travelling costs to Hamburg are not included. If you are from a city within the “Regio Nord“, the price of the first ticket will be refunded upon arrival (please bring the ticket!). Please keep in mind that you need to bring towels. The number of participants is limited to 20 people. We are looking forward to the Hamburg Weekend with you!

Please sign in here: https://sites.google.com/site/iaesteregionord/. If there is any problem with the application, send us an email to: iaeste@hcu-hamburg.de.

The registration deadline is August 30th.

IAESTE Hamburg c/o
HCU HafenCity University Hamburg
Averhoffstrasse 38
D - 22085 Hamburg - Mundsburg
IAESTE mobile: 017635434116

IAESTE Hamburg
Von-Wilamowitz-Moellendorff-Weg 9
20097 Hamburg
Konto: IAESTE Hamburg, HaSpa
Kontonummer: 1042222313,
Bankleitzahl: 20050550

Programme HaWo

**Friday:**
- approx. 6 pm: Arrival at central station
- 6 pm to 8 pm: Meeting at „Schweinske“ restaurant inside the central station, next to McDonald’s
- afterwards: Going to the Generator Hostel Steintorplatz 3, 20099 Hamburg
- approx. 9 pm: Small walk around the Alster (river) and through the city
  Have a nice evening in the ALEX (Alsterpavillon) with a drink and a beautiful view

**Saturday:**
- 9 am: Breakfast at the hostel
- 10 am: Tour through the city: 1. Townhall, 2. St. Nikolai
- 3. Sightseeing-tour through the Hafen-City, 4. Landungsbrücken
- approx. 1 pm: Ferry-tour to Övelgönne (Elbstrand) to have a picnic
- 2 pm: Take the ferry back to the city
- afterwards: Leisure time in the city centre
- 5.30 pm: Meeting at the Hotel
- 6 pm: Dinner at Roxie
- 9 pm: Enjoy the „Lichtspiele“ in the park Planten un Blomen
- afterwards: Return to the Hostel and getting ready for the night
- 23 pm: Tour through the in-place “Schanzenviertel” to have a drink
- afterwards: Clubbing at „Reeperbahn“

**Sunday:**
- 7 am: Optional: meeting at the famous fish market breakfast, check out
- 10 am: Explore some history and the city’s landmark “Michel” visit the Hamburg Museum
- 12 am: (2 pm)
- address: Holstenwall 24, 20355 Hamburg
- afterwards: Relaxing in the park
- “Planten un Blomen”
- afternoon: Departure